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FROM THE EDITOR 
Defining the Limits of Confidentiality in the Patient-Physician Relationship 
 
There is a growing need to redefine confidentiality for the twenty-first century. 
Illness and medical treatment can be deeply personal in nature, yet the scope and 
complexity of modern health care makes privacy of information difficult to achieve. 
Often, many parties—primary care clinicians, consulting physicians, managed care 
organizations, retail pharmacies, and health insurance companies—have access to an 
individual’s health care information. Maintaining a patient’s right to confidentiality 
amid this network can be quite challenging. As medical students and physicians, how 
should we help maintain patient confidentiality? Is it unreasonable to even expect 
confidentiality in modern medicine? Do electronic health records improve or 
threaten patient confidentiality? And, in cases of potential harm to self or others, 
when should a physician breach a patient’s confidentiality? The answers to some of 
these are clear-cut and legally well defined, while others leave considerable room for 
interpretation and ethical decision making. This issue will explore these grey areas. 
 
Confidentiality is a principal concern in relationships between patients and medical 
professionals and trainees, medical research and participant recruitment, and medical 
and pharmacy records. We begin our consideration of modern confidentiality by 
examining American physician and medical ethicist Mark Siegler’s seminal 1982 
essay in the New England Journal of Medicine entitled “Confidentiality in Medicine 
– A Decrepit Concept.” In this influential article, Siegler critiqued the traditional 
formulation of confidentiality, arguing that “medical confidentiality, as it has 
traditionally been understood by patients and doctors, no longer exists” [1]. Indeed, 
the climate of medicine has continued to shift in the 30 years since Siegler first 
proffered his thesis. In this month’s journal discussion, George L. Anesi, MD, MA, a 
resident at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, discusses Siegler’s ideas and 
their relevance to contemporary health care, offering insights and pointing out 
weaknesses. In an ethics case commentary, Pablo Rodriguez del Pozo, MD, JD, PhD, 
an associate professor of ethics at Weill Medical College of Cornell University in 
Qatar, explores the dilemma of a physician treating an adolescent who wants to start 
on antidepressants without involving his parents. 
 
The other case commentaries consider the concept of intraprofessional 
confidentiality. In one case, a third-year medical student with an eating disorder 
requires inpatient care. Georgette A. Dent, MD, associate dean for student affairs at 
the University of North Carolina School of Medicine, discusses how a medical 
school should best handle the situation, laying out specific guidelines for how to 
protect the student’s confidentiality while supporting her education: seeking for her 
to receive care outside her home institution, abiding by Liaison Committee for 
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Medical Education standards, and addressing the break from education in the 
medical student performance evaluation (MSPE) for residency programs. 
 
We ask whether there is implied intraprofessional confidentiality among medical 
professionals and trainees in a case in which a medical student who witnesses his 
attending physician’s inappropriate behavior discusses it with other students. Peter 
A. Ubel, MD, the Madge and Dennis T. McLawhorn University Professor of 
Business, Public Policy and Medicine at Duke University, writes about the moral 
courage needed to confront bad role models. Robert M Veatch, PhD, an ethics 
professor at Georgetown University, differentiates patient confidentiality and 
confidentiality among professional colleagues and considers the moral grounds of 
the confidentiality duty. 
 
Three contributions discuss confidentiality in as it pertains to records and data. This 
month’s health law piece features the infrequently studied topic of postmortem 
confidentiality. Graduate students Courtney Mathews and Andreia Martinho review 
the legal precedents and AMA guidance concerning the permissibility of disclosing a 
deceased person’s medical information, such as genetic disorders, research findings, 
and autopsy results. This month’s excerpt from the American Medical Association’s 
Code of Medical Ethics includes an opinion on confidentiality after death. 
 
In the state of the art and science section, authors Laurinda B. Harman, PhD, RHIA, 
Cathy A. Flite, MEd, RHIA, and Kesa Bond, MHA, RHIA, PMP, of Temple 
University provide an excellent overview of the current priorities for making 
electronic health records (EHRs) ethically sound, including controlling access to 
maintain patients’ confidentiality and maintaining data integrity and availability. 
 
The policy forum piece by Barbara J. Evans, PhD, JD, LLM, director of the Center 
on Biotechnology & Law at the University of Houston Law Center, discusses a 
recent push to give patients property rights over their genetic information or health 
records in general. She compares the benefits and pitfalls of patient ownership of 
data to the current system and concludes that ownership rights may not be a “fruitful 
path for reform.” 
 
The final two pieces this month consider the very concept of confidentiality and its 
origins. In the medicine and society section, Sue E. Estroff, PhD, and Rebecca L. 
Walker, PhD, faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, contribute 
an elegant essay on the roots and implications of medical confidentiality broadly 
construed. In the history of medicine section, Angus H. Ferguson, MPhil, PhD, a 
scholar at the University of Glasgow, considers when exceptions to absolute medical 
confidentiality emerged and concludes that the boundaries of confidentiality have 
never been absolute. 
 
It was a pleasure to work on this issue of Virtual Mentor. The topic of confidentiality 
is one that permeates virtually every aspect of medical training and practice, and I 
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am honored to have contributed to the exploration of many nuances of 
confidentiality and its ethical implications. 
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ETHICS CASES 
Repeating an Attending Physician’s Unseemly Remarks 
Commentary by Peter A. Ubel, MD, and Robert M. Veatch, PhD 
 
Alex, a third-year medical student, is in the middle of his surgery rotation. He 
frequently finds himself rather shocked by some of the unseemly remarks that his 
attending, Dr. Tate, makes during surgery and between seeing patients on rounds. A 
highly respected surgeon, Dr. Tate is personable with patients and well liked by 
them, but his comments to his residents and medical students outside of patient 
earshot are often distasteful and inappropriate (e.g., “Sure I can fix his heart now but 
he’ll croak before Christmas” or “It’s hardly worth it to consent her—she’s way too 
dimwitted to understand a thing” or “This patient was here in January and is so fat 
that she literally broke the bed”). The other med students also seem put off by this 
behavior, but no one has said anything to Dr. Tate. 
 
Almost every day at lunch, Alex relates several of Dr. Tate’s comments to his 
friends. Meg, another third-year on a different rotation, feels uncomfortable when 
Alex discloses these details. She pulls Alex aside after lunch one day and shares her 
concerns. “Alex, what happens on rounds or in the operating room is supposed to be 
kept confidential. I agree that Dr. Tate’s comments are distasteful, but I don’t think 
you should be gossiping to other students about him.” 
 
Alex scoffs, “There’s nothing wrong with sharing an attending’s comments as long 
as the patient’s confidentiality is maintained.” 
 
Commentary 1 
by Peter A. Ubel, MD 
In the mid-90s I met Ari Silver-Isenstadt, a medical student who had been asked by 
his school to take a year off from his medical training to pursue a master’s degree 
and, more importantly, to take a step back from what the school perceived to be his 
inappropriately confrontational behavior. While rotating through an affiliated 
hospital, you see, Ari had complained that the nametags provided to him by the 
hospital didn’t properly identify him as a medical student, as if the hospital were 
trying to hide his amateur status from their patients. The hospital didn’t take too 
kindly to his criticism. On a subsequent rotation through the ob/gyn clinic, Ari 
refused to “practice” a pelvic exam on an anesthetized woman because he wasn’t 
sure anyone had asked her permission. That put an abrupt end to his rotation. 
 
Ari’s situation raises an important ethical question: When medical students witness, 
or are even asked to participate in, unseemly behavior, do they have a moral duty to 
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do something? Or instead, as Alex’s case study forces us to ask: do they have a duty 
to remain silent, to protect patient and physician confidentiality? 
 
Leaders at Ari’s medical school felt that he should have remained quiet in the face of 
such modest ethical breaches and waited to address these problems when he was in a 
leadership role himself. Indeed, when I was a medical student, I sat in on a case 
conference once in which an oncologist stood up and explained to the audience that, 
although the patient’s metastatic cancer was “incurable, the patient requested chemo 
anyway, so we offered him a cycle of salvage chemo. Unfortunately, the patient 
passed away the following week.” I was stunned by what I considered to be an 
example of cruel overtreatment. So I stood up, my short white coat announcing to the 
rest of the audience my lowly status as a medical student, and asked how this 
oncologist could justify “torturing this patient in the last week of his life.” After the 
conference ended, the chief medical resident pulled me aside and told me that, 
although he understood my point, I was only hurting my own career by confronting a 
senior physician in such a public manner. 
 
No medical student should be expected to confront her superiors every time she 
encounters questionable behavior. Therefore, when Ari did choose to confront his 
faculty mentors, he was not responding to the call of moral duty. Instead, he was 
going beyond his duty—he was demonstrating moral courage. Where would our 
world be if no one took the risk of confronting powerful people when they believe 
those people are abusing their power? 
 
What about Alex, then—the student in this case? Alex is not exhibiting morally 
courageous behavior by discussing Dr. Tate’s behavior with his classmates. Instead, 
I expect that Alex’s lunchtime conversations are an attempt to sort out his own moral 
and professional feelings. It is important for medical students to have these kinds of 
conversations. Medical students confront all kinds of morally questionable behavior 
during their training. They are exposed, as in Alex’s case, to shocking and 
inappropriate humor. If they simply ignore these ethical breaches, they may become 
immune to them, thereby following suit when they become attending physicians. It is 
really important for medical students to talk, at a minimum with each other, about 
the moral questions they face in their work lives, so they can better think through 
how to behave in their own futures. 
 
Do Alex’s conversations violate some kind of intraprofessional confidentiality? 
No—Alex doesn’t owe Dr. Tate any kind of confidentiality. Tate, on the other hand, 
owes it to Alex to act as a better role model. 
 
The real ethical question here then is not whether Alex should be able to discuss his 
moral concerns with his classmates. It’s whether Alex has a duty to go further, to act 
with moral courage and confront his superior. Confronting Tate head-on isn’t the 
right course, however, if Alex doesn’t think Dr. Tate would take such confrontation 
well. It probably won’t change Tate’s behavior, and will only end up hurting Alex. 
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It would be better instead for Alex to speak in confidence with the faculty member 
who organizes the surgery rotation for medical students. The confidentiality that 
matters in these discussions, by the way, is not any patient’s confidentiality. Alex 
doesn’t need to mention any patients by name in describing Tate’s behavior, and he 
certainly doesn’t have to protect Dr. Tate’s confidentiality—in fact he needs to let 
people in power know that Dr. Tate is behaving this way. The confidentiality that 
matters here then is Alex’s. He should be able to report Tate’s behavior to the 
powers that be without suffering undue consequences. 
 
The preceptor should promptly determine whether Alex’s story holds up by 
interviewing students and others who work or have worked with Tate. If the story is 
substantiated, the preceptor should tell Tate that colleagues and supervisees “have 
witnessed inappropriate behavior” on his part and that if he doesn’t improve his 
behavior, he will no longer be allowed to supervise medical students. 
 
Peter A. Ubel, MD, is the Madge and Dennis T. McLawhorn University Professor of 
Business, Public Policy and Medicine at Duke University in Durham, North 
Carolina. His research explores controversial issues about the role of values and 
preferences in health care decision making, from decisions at the bedside to policy 
decisions. His books include Pricing Life (MIT Press, 2000) and Free Market 
(Harvard Business Press, 2009). His newest book, Critical Decisions (HarperCollins, 
2012), explores the challenges of shared decision making between doctors and 
patients. Dr. Ubel’s blog and other information about him are available at 
www.peterubel.com. 
 
Commentary 2 
by Robert M. Veatch, PhD 
The norms of confidentiality have a long and confusing history. Although most 
assume that in the health care arena confidentiality has always prevailed, the reality 
is much more complex. Since the days of the Hippocratic Oath, the physician was 
asked to promise only to keep confidential “that which should not be spoken abroad” 
[1]. The obvious question is what should be spoken abroad. The traditional answer in 
Hippocratic ethics was surprising. The physician had a right (or even a duty) to 
disclose information that he believed would benefit the patient, even though the 
patient might object to the disclosure. By contrast, physicians were not supposed to 
speak abroad patient information for the benefit of third parties (threats to harm 
others or expose them to risk of a communicable disease). 
 
The “Tarasoff” case (known by the name of the third-party victim) changed all of 
this. Health professionals were found to have a legal duty to warn potential victims 
of their patients’ credible threats of harm [2]. More or less at the same time, moral 
agreement began to emerge that paternalistic disclosures for the patient’s benefit but 
against his or her will were found no longer acceptable. The AMA, for example, 
changed its policy on confidentiality in 1980 [3]. 
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In the present case, Alex’s comments about the insensitive remarks of Dr. Tate give 
us the chance to add even more nuance to the confidentiality norms. I will argue that 
Alex is not subject to any professional norm that would limit transmission of his 
observations of his surgery instructor. To do so, I need to take up four issues: the 
distinction between patient confidentiality and confidentiality among professional 
colleagues, the moral grounds of the confidentiality duty, limits to the promise of 
confidentiality, and the source of the norms related to confidentiality. 
 
Patient Confidentiality and Confidentiality between Health Professionals 
The traditional norms of confidentiality govern patient information. They say 
nothing about information pertaining to colleagues or fellow members of the health 
professions. Thus, even if we can figure out what duty Alex and Dr. Tate have 
regarding patient information, this tells us little about Alex’s disclosures of Dr. 
Tate’s remarks. The norms of patient confidentiality exist for specific reasons—the 
physician’s learning extensive information about the patient to facilitate the 
treatment and the inequality in the clinical relationship—and cannot be generalized 
to other relationships. These are quite different in the relation between student and 
instructor. Just as the norms of patient confidentiality do not tell us whether the 
patient has a duty to keep observations about his or her physician confidential, so 
they do not tell us whether there should be limits to a student’s disclosing 
observations about an instructor. 
 
That being said, it is striking that Dr. Tate’s offhand comments, in fact, disclose 
quite a bit of patient information. The first comment discloses a bit about diagnosis 
and prognosis. The second comment discloses an assessment of patient intelligence. 
(It also reveals Dr. Tate’s poor understanding of the concept of consent. Consent is 
not something a doctor does to a patient. It is an act of the patient. No health 
professional should ever talk of “consenting” someone.) 
 
Moreover, when Alex repeats these comments he is disclosing patient information to 
his fellow student. The norms of patient confidentiality probably permit 
communication of patient information to colleagues and students when necessary to 
carry out professional duties, but should not be seen as permitting an unlimited 
exception to the duty of confidentiality when talking to professional colleagues. Meg 
did not need to know the patient’s prognosis or intelligence; perhaps Alex did not 
need to know this either. In this case, Alex may not be able to keep the patients’ 
identities from Meg, but even if he could the disclosure would still breach 
confidentiality. Even if Meg cannot identify the patient, Alex is still disclosing 
confidential information. Anonymizing information does not necessarily negate the 
confidentiality duty. 
 
The Moral Grounds of the Confidentiality Duty 
Let us assume that Dr. Tate’s insensitive remarks did not actually disclose 
information about specific patients, but nevertheless did reveal an inappropriate 
attitude for a physician. What is Alex’s duty regarding passing on such remarks? He 
would not be guided by patient confidentiality norms. Is there a similar duty of 
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confidentiality regarding information one has observed or remarks one has heard by 
a colleague? To answer this, we must ask upon what the various confidentiality 
obligations are grounded. 
 
Sometimes people assume that confidentiality is grounded in the right to privacy. 
Privacy comes in two forms: informational privacy and observational privacy. 
Privacy is the state of not having personal information disclosed to others (the 
hacking of a computer to see someone’s tax returns) or the state of not being 
observed by others (the peeping Tom). Whether one has a right to either form of 
privacy is a complicated issue. I probably have a moral right not to have my 
computer hacked, but not to have information I post on the public portion of my 
Facebook account kept private. I have a right not to have people look in the window 
of my home, but not to avoid having people observe me as I walk down the street. 
 
An expectation of confidentiality arises when a promise—explicit or implicit—is 
made or a privacy norm is established by public policy. We don’t promise people 
that their Facebook accounts will not be examined or that they won’t be watched 
walking down the street. We do not have a general right of confidentiality, only a 
right established by promise or policy. The traditional Hippocratic Oath apparently 
did not promise patients a right not to have their information disclosed if their 
physicians decided the disclosure would further their best interest. It did, however, 
promise that patient information would not be disclosed to third parties even when 
those third parties were at risk of serious injury from the patient. In the final decades 
of the twentieth century we renegotiated those promises so that paternalistic 
disclosures were no longer acceptable, but certain disclosures to protect third parties 
were acceptable, that is, physicians no longer promised to keep patient information 
confidential if disclosure would protect third parties from serious injury. At least 
physicians should no longer make such promises. They would violate the law if they 
kept such promises. Hence, posting the World Medical Association’s Declaration of 
Geneva on the waiting room wall (which promises confidentiality without the third-
party exception) would, in effect, be promising to break American law if the Tarasoff 
situation arose. 
 
The Limits to the Promise of Confidentiality 
Now the question for Alex is whether he promised not to reveal what Dr. Tate said. 
Presumably, he has at least implied a promise not to reveal patient information so the 
patient-relevant pieces of Dr. Tate’s remarks should not be disclosed. There is no 
reason to believe, however, that Alex has ever promised to refrain from disclosing 
the information and observations about his instructor. In fact, such a promise would 
run afoul of the medical profession’s norms of self-regulation, in which colleagues 
who observe inappropriate or dangerous behaviors in their fellow workers—a 
surgeon who operated while intoxicated, for example—are sometimes considered 
morally required to disclose that information. 
 
It seems clear that Alex has not made a blanket promise of confidentiality regarding 
information and observations about fellow students or professionals. If he has made 
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such a promise, it was a moral mistake. We must reserve the right to speak up in 
cases in which a colleague’s behavior is inappropriate. In fact, we should also place 
some limits on the promise we make to patients, reserving the right to speak—
perhaps the duty to speak—if a patient’s behavior poses a serious risk of harm to 
others. I once felt forced morally to support a breach of confidentiality regarding a 
research subject when the data contained convincing evidence that the subject had 
committed a homicide. 
 
Alex’s case is more complex. He surely has the right to report his instructor to 
appropriate authorities if he believes Dr. Tate’s attitudes and behavior vis-a-vis 
patients are clearly wrong. More generally, if Alex has not made any promise to keep 
his knowledge of Dr. Tate’s attitudes confidential, he is not bound by a duty. He 
might, for example, be perplexed about what he should do regarding Dr. Tate and 
want an informal consultation with a fellow student about an appropriate strategy, 
and revealing it would be acceptable. 
 
That being said, there are norms of discretion about what we say about any friend or 
associate’s observed behavior. As a medical student Alex should be learning to 
exercise such discretion, not becoming a busybody who repeats observations about 
friends or colleagues just for the fun of it or as a sort of social capital. Nevertheless, 
he has no duty to refrain from transmitting Dr. Tate’s comments except for the 
patient-revealing elements. If he is conscientiously pursuing an action to begin the 
review of Dr. Tate’s disposition and whether he is an appropriate clinician-instructor, 
Alex may, in fact, have a duty to transmit. 
 
The Source of the Confidentiality Norm or Promise 
If, in fact, Alex’s obligation is governed by social norms and promises made, we 
should pay attention to the source of these norms and promises. If they are presently 
ambiguous, as they appear to be, we should ask who should make them clearer. 
Traditionally, we believed that the profession had the responsibility to generate or 
articulate norms for professional conduct. Thus, the AMA was widely considered 
authoritative and could have spoken more explicitly on what physicians and medical 
students ought to be able to transmit when they observe a colleague’s suspect 
attitudes or behavior. 
 
Since the 1970s, however, we have questioned the legitimacy of the professional 
organization’s authority to establish norms for professional conduct, at least as that 
conduct impacts nonprofessionals such as patients. We now generally hold that the 
broader social policy has this responsibility [4, 5]. Secular society or religious 
institutions are more appropriate bodies to articulate the moral norms of human 
conduct, including conduct between professionals and lay people. The wise former 
executive vice president of the AMA, James Todd, understood this when, in the 
report of the committee he chaired in 1979, he said, “The profession does not exist 
for itself, it exists for a purpose, and increasingly that purpose will be defined by 
society” [6]. 
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Thus, my conclusion is that there is no clearly established duty of confidentiality 
among professional colleagues or medical students beyond the usual norms of 
discretion among acquaintances and, in fact, there is sometimes a duty to disclose the 
inappropriate behaviors of colleagues. If more explicit confidentiality promises 
among medical professionals are to be developed, the lay community should 
participate fully. That is what is called for if future patients are to be protected from 
professionals insensitive to patient rights, including the right to be respected. 
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ETHICS CASES 
Confidential Mental Health Treatment for Adolescents 
Commentary by Pablo Rodriguez del Pozo, MD, JD, PhD 
 
Dylan is a bright 16-year-old student who has depression, which he discussed during 
his last appointment with his longtime family physician, Dr. Emory. Dylan’s parents 
divorced a year and a half ago and Dylan has been struggling to adapt to the change 
in living situation. 
 
During his annual sports physical, Dylan reveals that he has started having thoughts 
of cutting himself. He feels that his depression has gotten worse and admits to 
“checking out web sites” about cutting or otherwise harming himself. When Dr. 
Emory questions him further, Dylan just shrugs and seems noncommittal about what 
he means by hurting himself. He even says that he “won’t actually do it.” 
 
Dylan wants a prescription for an antidepressant but begs Dr. Emory not to tell his 
mother, who is in the waiting room. Dr. Emory counsels Dylan that depression and 
thoughts of cutting himself are serious issues and recommends involving a therapist 
and the support of his parents. Dylan is very much against this idea. 
 
Dr. Emory believes that a low-dose antidepressant will help Dylan but is 
uncomfortable with writing the prescription without, at the very least, frequent 
follow-ups to monitor Dylan’s depression and thoughts of self-injury. Yet Dylan is 
reluctant to agree to another appointment in two weeks. “I can’t tell my mom I have 
to come back again so soon!” 
 
As their family physician, Dr. Emory knows that Dylan’s parents are divorced and 
share custody of Dylan and his younger sister. He also knows that Dylan is close to 
his grandma across town. He asks Dylan if he would be willing to involve his 
grandma, as someone to support him and drive him to appointments. Dylan seems 
more open to the idea, but still would rather just start on an antidepressant without 
telling anyone. 
 
Dr. Emory has a good rapport with Dylan but thinks he probably needs more help 
and support than he can offer, especially since Dylan is unlikely to follow up on his 
own. 
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Commentary 
Complex forces pulling in opposing directions define this case involving a teenager 
visited by thoughts of cutting himself. The patient, Dylan, is a young man in the 
throes of adolescence and divorce—and, perhaps, depression. The physician, Dr. 
Emory, is torn and may not be entirely comfortable with whatever decision he 
makes. 
 
To begin with what we know and don’t know: Dylan is a bright teenager whose 
parents divorced 18 months ago. He is depressed and has had self-destructive 
thoughts. The vignette does not provide detailed information about, or a clear 
timeline of, Dylan’s symptoms of depression. During a previous visit, Dylan had 
mentioned he was feeling blue. But Dr. Emory knows that the teenager is struggling 
to come to grips with his new family dynamics. It is unsurprising that Dylan is not 
cheerful. In this most recent visit, Dylan asks to be put on antidepressants and 
mentions that he wants to cut himself—though he clarifies he’s unlikely to actually 
do it. 
 
Dr. Emory’s Dilemma 
Teenage depression is an elusive diagnosis: adolescence is a phase of life marked by 
mood swings that can last from hours to days to months. Dylan’s clinical condition is 
far from clear-cut, and in my view Dr. Emory’s first dilemma is not ethical but rather 
clinical. Dr. Emory can’t medically pronounce Dylan to be depressed based solely on 
the feelings that the young man expresses on two occasions. And yet he can’t rule 
out a diagnosis of depression, either. 
 
Dr. Emory thus faces a clinical dilemma which presents a second, now moral 
dilemma. 
 
Underage patients enjoy in most states in the U.S. an ad hoc legal capacity to consent 
by themselves to certain medical services, such as those related to reproductive 
health, substance abuse and—as in Dylan’s case—outpatient mental health. The 
purpose of this exception to the rule of capacity is to protect the confidentiality of 
patient information. Otherwise, the fear of disclosure would prompt minors to forgo 
health care services, risking their health and sometimes that of others. Dylan can 
consent to outpatient mental health care and has the right to do so confidentially [1, 
2]. 
 
However, this ad hoc capacity and the confidentiality attached to it cannot go beyond 
the reason they are granted in the first place, namely to protect the health of minors. 
State legislation thus authorizes doctors to disclose information if confidentiality 
poses a risk to the health of the minor or others. 
 
That means that if Dr. Emory hastily decides that Dylan suffers from depression and 
is at risk of suicide, and Dylan is actually neither, the doctor would be breaking his 
duty of confidentiality unjustifiably, since this diagnosis (most particularly if 
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followed by treatment with antidepressants) would almost certainly entail his 
informing Dylan’s parents. Dr. Emory knows that premature disclosure would 
destroy Dylan’s trust in him and make Dylan even more resentful of the adult world 
at a time when he’s in particular need of adults to confide in. 
 
But if Dr. Emory does not pronounce Dylan depressed and suicidal and Dylan turns 
out to be both, he would be preserving confidentiality at the unjustifiable price of 
putting his young patient at risk. 
 
Dr. Emory must not fail Dylan in either way. The clinical dilemma poses an ethical 
dilemma—yet another reminder that clinical judgment and ethical judgment are 
inseparably interwoven in the doctor’s office [3]. And Dr. Emory needs to make a 
decision now, while Dylan is sitting in his office and his unsuspecting mother is 
waiting outside. 
 
The goals of Dr. Emory’s intervention at this point should be to arrive at a precise 
diagnosis by referring Dylan to a specialist, who may start the teenager on 
counseling and psychotherapy. Time is critical here, but Dr. Emory has the chance to 
buy additional time by combining an appealing plan with a gentle push. 
 
Adult Supervision 
This is where Grandma comes in. Dylan is open to the idea of involving his 
grandmother, with whom he has a close relationship. Involving Grandma seems like 
a good option for Dylan, but is it legal to involve her instead of his parents? 
 
Given the outpatient mental health nature of the services required, Dylan has the 
right to conceal his clinical information from his parents. The right to exclude 
everyone implies, at the same time, that Dylan has the right to have that information 
selectively disclosed to a trusted adult, in this case his grandmother. Grandma would 
not become, though, Dylan’s representative in loco parentis. She would simply be 
someone with whom Dylan has decided to share otherwise confidential medical 
information. Involving Grandma does not imply that Dylan waives his right to 
consent or to confidentiality, and he should be made aware of this. 
 
His grandmother will not only drive Dylan to appointments for further evaluation 
and perhaps psychotherapy sessions, but she also will be in a position to monitor his 
progress, help with compliance, and be the friendly, protective listener that Dylan’s 
situation seems to cry out for. In addition, she may be able to help Dylan gauge how 
much information his parents will receive. She can be a big help to Dr. Emory—and 
Dylan—in deciding if and when the parents need to get involved. 
 
Now for the issue of antidepressants. Dylan is requesting that he be started on 
antidepressants without letting anyone know. Dr. Emory has here the chance to turn 
Dylan’s request into a gentle nudge towards the plan he’s proposing. 
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Antidepressants hardly seem to be an option at this point. First and foremost, Dylan’s 
diagnosis is still not clear. Even if it were, antidepressants “may increase suicidal 
thoughts or actions in some children, teenagers, and young adults when the medicine 
is first started,” the FDA warns [4]. Dr. Emory should educate Dylan about the 
indications and risks of antidepressants. These drugs call not only for medical 
follow-up, but essentially for family awareness and close monitoring—which Dylan 
has ruled out. Dylan should understand that nondrug treatments are probably safer 
and more effective [5, 6] with the added benefit that they require no disclosure. 
 
This is one of those instances where doctors have the duty to use their power for the 
benefit of the patient [7]. Dr. Emory is in the position to stress to Dylan that that if he 
were started on antidepressants now, he would need to involve his parents. After 
proper evaluation and waiting to see whether Grandma’s support and monitoring 
seem strong, Dr. Emory could consider antidepressants without disclosure. However, 
Dr. Emory would do well to work together with Dylan and his grandmother to bring 
his parents on board before others—insurers or social networking or a school 
official—do it for them. 
 
Maintaining Confidentiality 
There is always the strong possibility that the insurance company will tip off Dylan’s 
parents. It is safe to assume that Dylan is covered by his parents’ health insurance, 
and they might at some point receive information revealing Dylan’s medical 
activities. 
 
Under HIPAA regulations, Dylan can request that all communications to him from 
Dr. Emory’s office and from the health plan are made confidentially by e-mail or a 
phone that is not shared with his parents. However, laws and regulations on this 
point are open to interpretation. In addition, billing and administrative information 
sent by the insurer is likely to leave Dylan in the open. On the other hand, 
information regulated by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is 
exempt from HIPAA protection. This means that if medical information about 
Dylan’s mental care reaches his school for any reason, Dylan’s parents will have the 
right to access it as they have the right to access their son’s grades [8]. 
 
Last but not least, Dylan may undermine his own confidentiality. Adolescents and 
young adults e-mail, text, and Tweet themselves to thumb tenosynovitis [9] and 
addictively use Facebook [10]. It would surprise no one if information shared on 
social networking web sites somehow reached Dylan’s parents. 
 
Concluding Remarks 
Dylan’s case illustrates the ethical component inherent in clinical judgment. Of 
course the clinical facts must be clearly understood to make sound clinical judgment; 
technical competence is thus the first virtue of a good doctor. But when a situation is 
clinically problematic, it is often morally problematic as a corollary. Dr. Emory must 
determine what is best for his patient in the broadest sense. 
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Determining the clinical facts may be constrained by nonclinical aspects of the case. 
And the final goals of medical care [11] are not limited to instituting a treatment, but 
also encompass helping put in place a context that will enable it to work. Clinical 
practice does not happen in vitro. 
 
Dylan’s case also exposes how patients frequently have unrealistic expectations 
about the efficacy of medications and a complete ignorance of their risks. Doctors 
need to educate their patients on those benefits and risks. 
 
The story affords us the opportunity to think about the limitations of the principles of 
autonomy and self determination in the case of minors. The last 30 years in medical 
ethics have been marked by the rise of those principles. In the case of minors, 
doctors are morally obliged to use their authority. However, such use may backfire if 
it is not applied in conjunction with educating young patients of the risks and 
benefits of the options. 
 
Autonomy and confidentiality are granted to the underaged for the sole purpose of 
protecting their health but cannot be invoked when doing so would compromise that 
very specific purpose. It is a doctor’s duty to draw the line, the heaviest and most 
delicate task Dr. Emory has on his shoulders. 
 
The case, finally, reminds us that in a hyperconnected world, confidentiality may 
prove short-lived. And if confidentiality can’t be guaranteed, protecting the health of 
adolescents may become an increasingly difficult enterprise. 
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ETHICS CASES 
The Student Becomes the Patient 
Commentary by Georgette A. Dent, MD 
 
Kathryn is a medical student who struggled with an eating disorder throughout high 
school. She was hospitalized for 6 weeks during her sophomore year and then 
worked with a therapist on an outpatient basis for 2 years. By the time she reached 
college, she was at a stable, healthy weight and had developed coping strategies for 
her underlying control and anxiety issues. She excelled as an undergraduate and was 
accepted into her first-choice medical school. She did very well during her first 2 
years, breezing through most of the preclinical curriculum while maintaining healthy 
eating and exercise habits. 
 
Now in her third year, Kathryn has found that the stress of clinical rotations is taking 
its toll. She has fallen back into old habits of restrictive eating and overexercising. 
When she visited her parents during winter break, they were shocked by her 
significant weight loss and obvious distress and confronted her with their concerns. 
Kathryn admitted she was terrified at the prospect of gaining the 30 pounds 
necessary to reach a normal weight. Eventually, she agreed that she needed help and 
expressed a desire “to be done with this whole eating disorder once and for all.” 
 
Kathryn was waiting in front of the student affairs dean’s office on the first Monday 
morning after winter break. The dean was startled by Kathryn’s baggy clothing, 
sunken cheeks, and dark circles. Kathryn looked nervous but spoke matter-of-factly. 
“I need to talk to you,” she began. “My parents and I have decided that I need 
inpatient care, and I don’t know what that means for my rotations.” She looked at the 
ground. “And can we please keep this as confidential as possible? I don’t want 
people finding out.” 
 
Commentary 
Medical school can be an intense and stressful experience, and medical students are 
vulnerable to psychiatric disorders. The paramount concern of the student affairs 
dean in this example is promoting the student’s health, followed by protecting her 
privacy and supporting her medical education. 
 
Student affairs deans play multiple roles in medical schools, representing students, 
the institution, and the medical profession. As the student’s advocate and often 
counselor and confidant, the dean should support the student in getting access to 
mental health care in a manner that protects her privacy. As an institutional 
representative, the dean should make sure that laws, such as the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), are followed and that the school complies with 
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accreditation standards set by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education 
(LCME). As a representative of the profession, the student affairs dean should make 
sure that there is appropriate documentation of the student’s record in the medical 
student performance evaluation (MSPE) that will become part of her residency 
application. 
 
The Student’s Health 
Medical schools should have protocols in place to ensure that their students get 
mental health care in a timely and confidential fashion. LCME Standard MS-27 
stipulates that “a medical education program must provide medical students with 
access to diagnostic, preventive, and therapeutic health services.” The standard’s 
annotation specifies that “a medical education program should have policies and/or 
practices that permit students to be excused from class or clinical activities to seek 
needed care” [1]. The best option would be for Kathryn to be hospitalized at an 
institution not affiliated with her medical school. The medical school should have a 
policy or practice to ensure this. To address Kathryn’s concern about her rotations, 
the dean should explain that she will be allowed to take a leave of absence and return 
to the curriculum when her health is better. The leave of absence is discussed in 
more detail below. 
 
The Student’s Privacy 
If Kathryn is hospitalized at an outside institution, her privacy is preserved because 
only the student affairs dean is aware of her situation. While obtaining care at an 
outside institution is preferable, sometimes this is not feasible because of the 
acuteness of the student’s condition or because the treatment needed is only available 
at the student’s home institution. If it is not feasible to refer Kathryn to an institution 
unaffiliated with her medical school and she is hospitalized at her home institution, 
then the student affairs dean must take careful steps to ensure that Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act and Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
requirements are followed. During treatment, Kathryn should not be exposed to her 
student peers. Additional privacy concerns related to the student’s return to the 
curriculum are mentioned below. 
 
The Student’s Education 
Leave of absence. One of the admirable aspects of this case is the fact that the 
student came forward of her own accord. Physicians and medical students must have 
the insight to remove themselves from the care of patients, or in the case of students, 
from their coursework, if they have a condition that prevents them from performing 
competently. At the University of North Carolina School of Medicine, students sign 
a technical standards agreement prior to matriculation that stresses the importance of 
mental fitness, acknowledging that, while students with psychiatric conditions may 
be successful, “it is essential that a medical student be willing to acknowledge the 
disability and accept professional help before the condition poses danger to self, 
patients, or colleagues” [2]. 
 
When students proactively identify their needs before their condition has had a 
negative impact on their performance, in many medical schools they will have the 
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option of choosing to take a personal leave of absence. On the other hand, if the 
student’s condition has resulted in poor academic performance or a lapse in 
professionalism, then the student would most likely be remanded to the school’s 
student promotions or progress committee and either placed on a medical leave of 
absence or dismissed. 
 
Return to the curriculum. The conditions under which Kathryn may return to the 
curriculum will be determined by her leave status. If allowed to take a personal leave 
of absence, her requirements for returning might be minimal. On the other hand, if 
she had been placed on a medical leave of absence, in many medical schools she 
would have to be examined by a mental health professional in contact with her 
primary psychiatrist, psychologist, or therapist to determine if and when she was 
healthy enough to return and outline any necessary follow-up treatment. When 
Kathryn returns to the curriculum, the student affairs dean would work with the 
clerkship directors to see that she is allowed to keep necessary treatment 
appointments without penalty while still meeting course and clerkship objectives. 
 
If Kathryn had been hospitalized at an institution affiliated with her medical school 
and had not yet completed her psychiatry clerkship, then ideally she should be 
assigned for that clerkship to another institution. If she must complete her psychiatric 
clerkship at the same hospital at which she was a patient, at a minimum she must not 
be assigned to the eating disorders unit. 
 
In accordance with LCME standard MS-27-A, “the health professionals at a medical 
education program who provide psychiatric/psychological counseling or other 
sensitive health services to a medical student must have no involvement in the 
academic assessment or promotion of the medical student receiving those services” 
[1]. Faculty members or residents involved in her care must not later be in a position 
to evaluate her. The Department of Psychiatry at UNC has a policy that states that 
residents cannot grade or evaluate students who have been their patients. In the event 
that the student must complete her psychiatry clerkship at her home institution, the 
student affairs dean would work to make sure the Department of Psychiatry policy 
was followed. 
 
Residency applications. Another important consideration in this case is how 
Kathryn’s illness and treatment should be handled in her medical student 
performance evaluation (MSPE or dean’s letter), which depends on whether or not 
her mental health had an impact on her performance. If there was no impact on her 
performance, the MSPE would say that she chose to take a personal leave of 
absence. Depending on the student’s specialty choice, she might be advised to 
address the leave of absence in her personal statement, perhaps pointing out that 
coping with her illness has given her additional insight into the experience of being a 
patient and should make her a better physician. She could also reassure residency 
program directors that the insight she gained from her treatment improved her ability 
to self-monitor her condition so that it will not compromise her ability to fulfill her 
responsibilities as an intern and resident. Our students have had good results in the 
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National Residency Matching Program by being candid in their personal statements 
about the challenges they have faced as medical students. 
 
On the other hand, if the student had academic or professionalism problems that 
resulted in action by the student promotions or progress committee, then the MSPE 
would state that she was placed on a medical leave of absence to address the 
problems leading to those troubles. In this situation, it would be essential for the 
student to use her personal statement to give context to her situation. 
 
Conclusion 
In this scenario, the student approaches the student affairs dean with a very 
immediate need. The top priorities in such a situation are to identify the most 
appropriate treatment option for the student, to reassure her that she is doing the right 
thing by seeking treatment and that her confidentiality will be protected, and to 
address her questions about the impact treatment would have on her clerkships. 
Medical students should be able to access mental health care and maintain their 
privacy. Medical schools should treat students with psychiatric illnesses in a way that 
models how they would like to see students treat their future patients. Treating 
medical students who have psychiatric illnesses with compassion and sensitivity is 
the right and ethical thing to do, if medical schools seek to produce compassionate 
and sensitive physicians. 
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THE CODE SAYS 
The AMA Code of Medical Ethics’ Opinions on Confidentiality of Patient 
Information 
 
Opinion 5.05 - Confidentiality 
The information disclosed to a physician by a patient should be held in confidence. 
The patient should feel free to make a full disclosure of information to the physician 
in order that the physician may most effectively provide needed services. The patient 
should be able to make this disclosure with the knowledge that the physician will 
respect the confidential nature of the communication. The physician should not 
reveal confidential information without the express consent of the patient, subject to 
certain exceptions which are ethically justified because of overriding considerations. 
 
When a patient threatens to inflict serious physical harm to another person or to him 
or herself and there is a reasonable probability that the patient may carry out the 
threat, the physician should take reasonable precautions for the protection of the 
intended victim, which may include notification of law enforcement authorities. 
 
When the disclosure of confidential information is required by law or court order, 
physicians generally should notify the patient. Physicians should disclose the 
minimal information required by law, advocate for the protection of confidential 
information and, if appropriate, seek a change in the law. 
 
Based on the report “Opinion E-5.05, ‘Confidentiality,’ Amendment,” adopted 
November 2006. 
 
Opinion 5.055 - Confidential Care for Minors 
Physicians who treat minors have an ethical duty to promote the autonomy of minor 
patients by involving them in the medical decision-making process to a degree 
commensurate with their abilities. 
 
When minors request confidential services, physicians should encourage them to 
involve their parents. This includes making efforts to obtain the minor’s reasons for 
not involving their parents and correcting misconceptions that may be motivating 
their objections. 
 
Where the law does not require otherwise, physicians should permit a competent 
minor to consent to medical care and should not notify parents without the patient’s 
consent. Depending on the seriousness of the decision, competence may be evaluated 
by physicians for most minors. When necessary, experts in adolescent medicine or 
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child psychological development should be consulted. Use of the courts for 
competence determinations should be made only as a last resort. 
 
When an immature minor requests contraceptive services, pregnancy-related care 
(including pregnancy testing, prenatal and postnatal care, and delivery services), or 
treatment for sexually transmitted disease, drug and alcohol abuse, or mental illness, 
physicians must recognize that requiring parental involvement may be 
counterproductive to the health of the patient. Physicians should encourage parental 
involvement in these situations. However, if the minor continues to object, his or her 
wishes ordinarily should be respected. If the physician is uncomfortable with 
providing services without parental involvement, and alternative confidential 
services are available, the minor may be referred to those services. In cases when the 
physician believes that without parental involvement and guidance, the minor will 
face a serious health threat, and there is reason to believe that the parents will be 
helpful and understanding, disclosing the problem to the parents is ethically justified. 
When the physician does breach confidentiality to the parents, he or she must discuss 
the reasons for the breach with the minor prior to the disclosure. 
 
For minors who are mature enough to be unaccompanied by their parents for their 
examination, confidentiality of information disclosed during an exam, interview, or 
in counseling should be maintained. Such information may be disclosed to parents 
when the patient consents to disclosure. Confidentiality may be justifiably breached 
in situations for which confidentiality for adults may be breached, according to 
Opinion 5.05, “Confidentiality.” In addition, confidentiality for immature minors 
may be ethically breached when necessary to enable the parent to make an informed 
decision about treatment for the minor or when such a breach is necessary to avert 
serious harm to the minor. 
 
Issued June 1994 based on the report “Confidential Care for Minors”; updated June 
1996. 
 
Opinion 5.051 - Confidentiality of Medical Information Postmortem 
All medically related confidences disclosed by a patient to a physician and 
information contained within a deceased patient’s medical record, including 
information entered postmortem, should be kept confidential to the greatest possible 
degree. However, the obligation to safeguard patient confidences is subject to certain 
exceptions that are ethically and legally justifiable because of overriding societal 
considerations (Opinion 5.05, “Confidentiality”). At their strongest, confidentiality 
protections after death would be equal to those in force during a patient’s life. Thus, 
if information about a patient may be ethically disclosed during life, it likewise may 
be disclosed after the patient has died. 
 
Disclosure of medical information postmortem for research and educational purposes 
is appropriate as long as confidentiality is maintained to the greatest possible degree 
by removing any individual identifiers. Otherwise, in determining whether to 
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disclose identified information after the death of a patient, physicians should 
consider the following factors: 

(1) The imminence of harm to identifiable individuals or the public health 
(2) The potential benefit to at-risk individuals or the public health (e.g., if a 

communicable or inherited disease is preventable or treatable) 
(3) Any statement or directive made by the patient regarding postmortem 

disclosure 
(4) The impact disclosure may have on the reputation of the deceased patient 
(5) Personal gain for the physician that may unduly influence professional 

obligations of confidentiality 
When a family member or other decision maker has given consent to an autopsy, 
physicians may disclose the results of the autopsy to the individual(s) that granted 
consent to the procedure. 
 
Issued December 2000 based on the report “Confidentiality of Medical Information 
Postmortem”; updated December 2001. 
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JOURNAL DISCUSSION 
The “Decrepit Concept” of Confidentiality, 30 Years Later 
George L. Anesi, MD, MA 
 
Siegler M. Confidentiality in medicine—a decrepit concept. N Engl J Med. 
1982;307(24):1518-1521. 
 
In his influential 1982 essay [1], Chicago physician-ethicist Mark Siegler attempts to 
open the eyes of physicians and patients to the fact that patient confidentiality, as it 
has been taught since the times of Hippocrates, is dead. 
 
He relays the case of a patient who, having been admitted to the hospital for a simple 
cholecystectomy, had between 15 and 100 hospital staff and students peering 
regularly, and with professional justification, at his medical record. This was 30 
years ago; anyone recently in an American academic teaching hospital would say 
these numbers are far higher today due to any number of factors, including the move 
towards sub-subspecialization in medicine, ever-expanding support services (e.g., 
diabetes education program, tobacco cessation service, etc.), and resident work-hour 
restrictions (requiring more handoffs between clinicians). 
 
Despite the need for this access—for clinical care, hospital administration, and 
teaching—Siegler’s patient in the anecdote believes, in his gallbladderless gut, that 
his confidentiality has been breached. This breach is not in the traditional sense of a 
physician revealing information told in confidence to someone other than the patient 
outside of that pact, but a sense that, justified as it may be, a hospital chart read by 
100 different people is by definition not confidential. 
 
Siegler notes the conflict this creates between a patient’s desire for confidentiality 
and his or her desire for the best care, which is often provided in highly staffed 
teaching hospitals and in an economically complex manner that requires the 
participation of additional nonmedical hospital staff (e.g., compliance officers and 
chart auditors). This desired advancement in patients’ care, Siegler notes, comes at 
the expense of their eroding privacy—or at least requires a fundamental reworking of 
our understanding of it. 
 
Siegler advocates a “need-to-know” approach in which only hospital staff who 
specifically need access would have it (despite previously noting that all 100 staff 
who viewed his patient’s chart were “justified” in doing so). He proposes divisions 
of the medical record—e.g., medical, financial—for which access would be 
specifically granted or denied based on the need to know, but rejects the idea of 
wholly separate records for treatments like psychiatric care; this, he believes, would 
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lead to clinically inferior care and is not logistically possible for many specialties. He 
favors more explicit explanation to patients of what “confidentiality” actually means 
in a teaching hospital. And finally, he proposes patient access and veto power, so that 
patients could designate certain portions of the record to be viewed only by their 
“principal physician” or a specific list of other clinicians. 
 
Discussion 
Siegler’s essay, now celebrating its thirtieth anniversary, contains both insights and 
inaccuracies, some due to its age and some independent of time. 
 
It is entirely correct that the traditional essence or notion of patient confidentiality 
meant that personal information would only be shared with one’s own physician and 
a short list of necessary collaborators, but it does not follow that the present-day idea 
of confidentiality encompassing a larger circle of participants is invalid. While this 
larger circle may challenge the “letter” of respect for the patient’s sense of 
individuality and privacy, it is entirely consistent with the “spirit” of patient 
confidentiality. Certainly, clinicians not specifically involved in the care of a 
particular patient should not have access to his or her record. People either “need to 
know” because they have been brought into the patient’s care, or they do not need to 
know and should not have access. 
 
Medical students pose a particular concern. Assuming for a moment that students are 
definitively not contributing to the health care team (and are merely learning from 
the experience), then surely they must never qualify as “need-to-know.” Similar 
arguments could be made about interns, then residents, and then perhaps even 
fellows, all of who have access to the record in part for training and do not have the 
experience of senior physicians. We generally allow them access, however, on 
utilitarian and perhaps justice-oriented grounds: all patients benefit from previous 
generations having allowed trainees to learn from them, and in turn today’s patients 
must repay that debt, doing what is best for society overall, as long as harm to them 
is minimized by proper supervision. 
 
Partitioning the Record 
Regarding Siegler’s proposal to divide, but not separate, the medical record, it is 
difficult to see a practical difference. A medical record can be divided into an 
unlimited number of discrete sections according to unlimited criteria; continually 
deciding which members of the hospital staff should have access to each section 
would not be reasonably possible. It would also be likely to work against the 
interests of the patient by preventing clinicians from fully understanding his or her 
condition. Siegler recognizes this problem in the context of separate psychiatric 
records (“it is often vitally important for internists or surgeons to know that a patient 
is being seen by a psychiatrist or taking a particular medication” [2]) but seems not 
to acknowledge that the same will occur if we call these “divisions” within a single 
record rather than “separate” records. 
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Electronic health records complicate the debate, both by offering intriguing options 
for more easily subdividing the medical record (which may seem to help Siegler’s 
argument) and by generating far more data and methods of sorting it, expanding the 
number of possible “sections” exponentially. Likewise, it makes peering into the 
chart far easier because the viewer does not have to be physically on the ward with 
the paper chart, but also makes tracking who does the viewing far easier. Whether 
electronic health records push us towards or away from confidentiality is yet to be 
determined. 
 
Finally, the idea that patients should bear the burden of deciding which pieces of 
their medical information should be viewed by whom seems both cruel and 
impossible. The idea of picking a single “principal physician” to have sole access to 
the complete medical record is incompatible with the way medicine is practiced 
today, and may very well have been so in 1982. Is this principal physician the 
attending of record (who often rotates every week or two at teaching hospitals), the 
primary care doctor (who less and less frequently participates in inpatient hospital 
care), or the intern (who spends the most time with the patient but is less experienced 
and now is required to go off duty every 16 hours)? 
 
Patient Access to the Record 
It is presently entirely accepted that patients may have access to their medical 
records in some form [3]. The specifics of that right are more complicated [4]. While 
there is a fundamental right for patients to know their diagnoses and prognoses and 
what interventions they undergo, clinicians also have a right—and a clinical 
necessity—to think more freely about diagnoses than would be responsible to reveal 
routinely with patients. When, for example, a patient has, among other symptoms, 
fevers and malaise, malignancy must always be considered in addition to more 
common, less grave diagnoses. What purpose would it serve for clinicians to 
routinely tell patients they are considering malignancy when they are merely being 
thorough by ruling out an extremely unlikely possibility? 
 
Furthermore, clinicians in general and physicians in particular have a language of 
their own that is difficult if not impossible for even highly educated nonphysicians to 
decipher; errors in interpretation, some dangerous, can occur without guidance [5]. It 
follows that providing patients a verbatim copy of their medical records would be a 
violation of both nonmaleficence and the right of clinicians to have a private place 
for their thoughts. A solution in many locations has been a distilled version of the 
medical record given to patients on demand that aims not to hide information but 
instead to present it in a useful and, from a practical standpoint, equally complete 
form for the patient [6]. 
 
Conclusion 
Modern medicine has in some ways, as Siegler argues, abandoned the kind of 
confidentiality based on privacy. It has also greatly advanced the equally important 
principle of beneficence. Certainly we should aim to keep those who do not need to 
know out of the chart and place safeguards to avoid related abuses, but a further 
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sectioning of the medical record seems an unlikely if not impossible solution. More 
effective will be communicating with patients about their expectations for different 
forms of confidentiality and privacy in different health care settings to facilitate 
informed decisions. Surely, patients are well situated to decide between coming to an 
academic center and a private community hospital but not, especially, to decide 
which consultants should know that they carry a psychiatric diagnosis for which they 
are prescribed medication. 
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STATE OF THE ART AND SCIENCE 
Electronic Health Records: Privacy, Confidentiality, and Security 
Laurinda B. Harman, PhD, RHIA, Cathy A. Flite, MEd, RHIA, and Kesa Bond, MS, 
MA, RHIA, PMP 
 
Health Information Systems: Past and Present 
To understand the complexities of the emerging electronic health record system, it is 
helpful to know what the health information system has been, is now, and needs to 
become. The medical record, either paper-based or electronic, is a communication 
tool that supports clinical decision making, coordination of services, evaluation of 
the quality and efficacy of care, research, legal protection, education, and 
accreditation and regulatory processes. It is the business record of the health care 
system, documented in the normal course of its activities. The documentation must 
be authenticated and, if it is handwritten, the entries must be legible. 
 
In the past, the medical record was a paper repository of information that was 
reviewed or used for clinical, research, administrative, and financial purposes. It was 
severely limited in terms of accessibility, available to only one user at a time. The 
paper-based record was updated manually, resulting in delays for record completion 
that lasted anywhere from 1 to 6 months or more. Most medical record departments 
were housed in institutions’ basements because the weight of the paper precluded 
other locations. The physician was in control of the care and documentation 
processes and authorized the release of information. Patients rarely viewed their 
medical records. 
 
A second limitation of the paper-based medical record was the lack of security. 
Access was controlled by doors, locks, identification cards, and tedious sign-out 
procedures for authorized users. Unauthorized access to patient information triggered 
no alerts, nor was it known what information had been viewed. 
 
Today, the primary purpose of the documentation remains the same—support of 
patient care. Clinical documentation is often scanned into an electronic system 
immediately and is typically completed by the time the patient is discharged. Record 
completion times must meet accrediting and regulatory requirements. The electronic 
health record is interactive, and there are many stakeholders, reviewers, and users of 
the documentation. Because the government is increasingly involved with funding 
health care, agencies actively review documentation of care. 
 
The electronic health record (EHR) can be viewed by many users simultaneously and 
utilizes a host of information technology tools. Patients routinely review their 
electronic medical records and are keeping personal health records (PHR), which 
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contain clinical documentation about their diagnoses (from the physician or health 
care websites). 
 
The physician, practice, or organization is the owner of the physical medical record 
because it is its business record and property, and the patient owns the information in 
the record [1]. Although the record belongs to the facility or doctor, it is truly the 
patient’s information; the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information 
Technology refers to the health record as “not just a collection of data that you are 
guarding—it’s a life” [2]. There are three major ethical priorities for electronic health 
records: privacy and confidentiality, security, and data integrity and availability. 
 
Privacy and Confidentiality 
Justices Warren and Brandeis define privacy as the right “to be let alone” [3]. 
According to Richard Rognehaugh, it is “the right of individuals to keep information 
about themselves from being disclosed to others; the claim of individuals to be let 
alone, from surveillance or interference from other individuals, organizations or the 
government” [4]. The information that is shared as a result of a clinical relationship 
is considered confidential and must be protected [5]. The information can take 
various forms (including identification data, diagnoses, treatment and progress notes, 
and laboratory results) and can be stored in multiple media (e.g., paper, video, 
electronic files). Information from which the identity of the patient cannot be 
ascertained—for example, the number of patients with prostate cancer in a given 
hospital—is not in this category [6]. 
 
Patient information should be released to others only with the patient’s permission or 
as allowed by law. This is not, however, to say that physicians cannot gain access to 
patient information. Information can be released for treatment, payment, or 
administrative purposes without a patient’s authorization. The patient, too, has 
federal, state, and legal rights to view, obtain a copy of, and amend information in 
his or her health record. 
 
The key to preserving confidentiality is making sure that only authorized individuals 
have access to information. The process of controlling access—limiting who can see 
what—begins with authorizing users. In a physician practice, for example, the 
practice administrator identifies the users, determines what level of information is 
needed and assigns usernames and passwords. Basic standards for passwords include 
requiring that they be changed at set intervals, setting a minimum number of 
characters, and prohibiting the reuse of passwords. Many organizations and 
physician practices take a two-tier approach to authentication, adding a biometrics 
identifier scan, such as palm, finger, retina, or face recognition. 
 
The user’s access is based on preestablished role-based privileges. In a physician 
practice, the nurse and the receptionist, for example, have very different tasks and 
responsibilities; therefore, they do not have access to the same information. Hence, 
designating user privileges is a critical aspect of medical record security: all users 
have access to the information they need to fulfill their roles and responsibilities, and 
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they must know that they are accountable for use or misuse of the information they 
view and change [7]. 
 
Under the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules, employers are held accountable for 
the actions of their employees. In 2011, employees of the UCLA health system were 
found to have had access to celebrities’ records without proper authorization [8]. 
UCLA failed to “implement security measures sufficient to reduce the risks of 
impermissible access to electronic protected health information by unauthorized 
users to a reasonable and appropriate level” [9]. The health system agreed to settle 
privacy and security violations with the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services Office for Civil Rights (OCR) for $865,000 [10]. Controlling access to 
health information is essential but not sufficient for protecting confidentiality; 
additional security measures such as extensive training and strong privacy and 
security policies and procedures are essential to securing patient information. 
 
Security 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the federal agency 
responsible for developing information security guidelines, defines information 
security as the preservation of data confidentiality, integrity, availability (commonly 
referred to as the “CIA” triad) [11]. Not only does the NIST provide guidance on 
securing data, but federal legislations such as the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic 
and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act mandate doing so. Violating these regulations 
has serious consequences, including criminal and civil penalties for clinicians and 
organizations. 
 
The increasing concern over the security of health information stems from the rise of 
EHRs, increased use of mobile devices such as the smartphone, medical identity 
theft, and the widely anticipated exchange of data between and among organizations, 
clinicians, federal agencies, and patients. If patients’ trust is undermined, they may 
not be forthright with the physician. For the patient to trust the clinician, records in 
the office must be protected. Medical staff must be aware of the security measures 
needed to protect their patient data and the data within their practices. 
 
A recent survey found that 73 percent of physicians text other physicians about work 
[12]. How to keep the information in these exchanges secure is a major concern. 
There is no way to control what information is being transmitted, the level of detail, 
whether communications are being intercepted by others, what images are being 
shared, or whether the mobile device is encrypted or secure. Mobile devices are 
largely designed for individual use and were not intended for centralized 
management by an information technology (IT) department [13]. Computer 
workstations are rarely lost, but mobile devices can easily be misplaced, damaged, or 
stolen. Encrypting mobile devices that are used to transmit confidential information 
is of the utmost importance. 
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Another potential threat is that data can be hacked, manipulated, or destroyed by 
internal or external users, so security measures and ongoing educational programs 
must include all users. Some security measures that protect data integrity include 
firewalls, antivirus software, and intrusion detection software. Regardless of the type 
of measure used, a full security program must be in place to maintain the integrity of 
the data, and a system of audit trails must be operational. 
 
Providers and organizations must formally designate a security officer to work with a 
team of health information technology experts who can inventory the system’s users, 
and technologies; identify the security weaknesses and threats; assign a risk or 
likelihood of security concerns in the organization; and address them. The 
responsibilities for privacy and security can be assigned to a member of the 
physician office staff or be outsourced. 
Audit trails. With the advent of audit trail programs, organizations can precisely 
monitor who has had access to patient information. 
 
Audit trails track all system activity, generating date and time stamps for entries; 
detailed listings of what was viewed, for how long, and by whom; and logs of all 
modifications to electronic health records [14]. Administrators can even detail what 
reports were printed, the number of screen shots taken, or the exact location and 
computer used to submit a request. Alerts are often set to flag suspicious or unusual 
activity, such as reviewing information on a patient one is not treating or attempting 
to access information one is not authorized to view, and administrators have the 
ability to pull reports on specific users or user groups to review and chronicle their 
activity. Software companies are developing programs that automate this process. 
End users should be mindful that, unlike paper record activity, all EHR activity can 
be traced based on the login credentials. Audit trails do not prevent unintentional 
access or disclosure of information but can be used as a deterrent to ward off would-
be violators. 
 
The HIPAA Security Rule requires organizations to conduct audit trails [12], 
requiring that they document information systems activity [15] and have the 
hardware, software, and procedures to record and examine activity in systems that 
contain protected health information [16]. In addition, the HITECH Act of 2009 
requires health care organizations to watch for breaches of personal health 
information from both internal and external sources. As part of the meaningful use 
requirements for EHRs, an organization must be able to track record actions and 
generate an audit trail in order to qualify for incentive payments from Medicare and 
Medicaid. HIPAA requires that audit logs be maintained for a minimum of 6 years 
[13]. As with all regulations, organizations should refer to federal and state laws, 
which may supersede the 6-year minimum. 
 
Integrity and Availability 
In addition to the importance of privacy, confidentiality, and security, the EHR 
system must address the integrity and availability of information. 
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Integrity. Integrity assures that the data is accurate and has not been changed. This is 
a broad term for an important concept in the electronic environment because data 
exchange between systems is becoming common in the health care industry. Data 
may be collected and used in many systems throughout an organization and across 
the continuum of care in ambulatory practices, hospitals, rehabilitation centers, and 
so forth. This data can be manipulated intentionally or unintentionally as it moves 
between and among systems. 
 
Poor data integrity can also result from documentation errors, or poor documentation 
integrity. A simple example of poor documentation integrity occurs when a pulse of 
74 is unintentionally recorded as 47. Whereas there is virtually no way to identify 
this error in a manual system, the electronic health record has tools in place to alert 
the clinician that an abnormal result was entered. 
 
Features of the electronic health record can allow data integrity to be compromised. 
Take, for example, the ability to copy and paste, or “clone,” content easily from one 
progress note to another. This practice saves time but is unacceptable because it 
increases risk for patients and liability for clinicians and organizations [14, 17]. 
Another potentially problematic feature is the drop-down menu. Drop-down menus 
may limit choices (e.g., of diagnosis) so that the clinician cannot accurately record 
what has been identified, and the need to choose quickly may lead to errors. 
Clinicians and vendors have been working to resolve software problems such as 
screen design and drop-down menus to make EHRs both user-friendly and accurate 
[17]. 
 
Availability. If the system is hacked or becomes overloaded with requests, the 
information may become unusable. To ensure availability, electronic health record 
systems often have redundant components, known as fault-tolerance systems, so if 
one component fails or is experiencing problems the system will switch to a backup 
component. 
 
The Future 
Some who are reading this article will lead work on clinical teams that provide direct 
patient care. Some will earn board certification in clinical informatics. Others will be 
key leaders in building the health information exchanges across the country, working 
with governmental agencies, and creating the needed software. Regardless of one’s 
role, everyone will need the assistance of the computer. 
 
Medical practice is increasingly information-intensive. The combination of 
physicians’ expertise, data, and decision support tools will improve the quality of 
care. Physicians will be evaluated on both clinical and technological competence. 
Information technology can support the physician decision-making process with 
clinical decision support tools that rely on internal and external data and information. 
It will be essential for physicians and the entire clinical team to be able to trust the 
data for patient care and decision making. Creating useful electronic health record 
systems will require the expertise of physicians and other clinicians, information 
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management and technology professionals, ethicists, administrative personnel, and 
patients. 
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HEALTH LAW 
Patient-Physician Confidentiality: ’Til Death Do Us Part? 
Courtney Mathews and Andreia Martins Martinho 
 
A substantial amount of legal and ethical attention focuses on physicians’ duty to 
maintain the confidentiality of personal medical information. The necessary role of 
trust in fiduciary relationships, the personal and social consequences of medical 
practice, and the intrinsic value of medical privacy all justify upholding a patient’s 
interests in confidentiality [1]. Society, on the other hand, has a legitimate interest in 
permitting, and sometimes legally requiring, breaches of confidentiality. One major 
point of contention is whether there are justifiable reasons to disclose a patient’s 
medical information postmortem. Confidential medical information may be sought 
after a patient’s death in a variety of scenarios, including family members’ seeking 
information pertaining to their own health, researchers’ investigating public health 
concerns, and information sought for the public’s knowledge [1]. Each situation 
poses particular challenges for health care professionals who must decide whether or 
not to disclose a deceased patient’s medical information. 
 
The federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act’s (HIPAA) Privacy 
Rule governs many areas of patient confidentiality, including postmortem cases. 
HIPAA requires health services providers to ensure the confidentiality and 
availability of health information that could identify an individual. Specifically for 
the release of postmortem health information, HIPAA has been interpreted to allow 
family members access to the protected health information of deceased relatives in 
two ways: (1) disclosure of relevant health information to a physician who is treating 
a surviving relative and (2) access by a legally authorized representative, like the 
holder of a health care power of attorney for the deceased [2]. While this general 
guidance is useful for physicians, HIPAA does not speak specifically or in great 
detail to the particular circumstances in which physicians most often see requests for 
postmortem release of medical information. In these scenarios discussed below, 
additional considerations and guidance may apply. 
 
Genetic Diagnoses 
Genetic information creates significant challenges to postmortem confidentiality, 
because genetic diagnoses may have health implications for the decedent’s blood 
relatives. In Safer v. Estate of Pack, a woman sued her deceased father’s physician 
for failing to warn her that her father’s death had been caused by a potentially 
heritable form of colon cancer [3]. She did not know about her father’s polyposis 
diagnosis, which occurred when she was a child, until she too was diagnosed with 
multiple polyposis and cancer at age 36. She argued that the physician knew about 
the hereditary nature of the disease and had a duty to warn those at risk. The New 
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Jersey court agreed that physicians’ “duty to warn might not be satisfied in all cases 
by informing the patient,” and that, in those cases, the physician might have to 
balance the duty to warn at-risk relatives with fidelity to patient confidentiality [3]. 
Thus, at least one state judicially protects physicians who disclose genetic 
information to at-risk family members who can benefit from the disclosure. 
 
Legislatively, some states have enacted laws completely upholding the 
confidentiality of genetic information, and other states require that confidentiality be 
maintained with exceptions [4]. For example, Oregon permits disclosure of genetic 
information when it is pertinent to medical diagnosis of blood relatives of the 
decedent [5]. 
 
Research Results 
To legally disclose research findings of participants who have died, HIPAA requires 
researchers to obtain permission from a representative of the deceased [6]. Even 
disclosure of deidentified information is prohibited by HIPAA except when there is 
cause to believe that the information cannot be used to identify the research 
participant [7]. 
 
While it may seem that disclosing genome-related research results postmortem 
would be unwelcome and upsetting to family members, one small study found the 
opposite [8]. The study of 13 relatives of a deceased clinical study participant 
revealed that they did not think that the genetic samples collected from their 
deceased relative should be irreversibly anonymized. Moreover, all “believed that 
genetics research results of clinical significance should be fed back to relatives” [9]. 
 
Autopsy Reports 
Lastly, medical information about a deceased patient may be sought for general 
interest, especially if the individual in question is a public figure. After Dale 
Earnhardt’s death in a race car crash, The Orlando Sentinel’s request to access 
autopsy photographs ignited controversy about whether autopsy photographs could 
be released to the public over familial pleas for privacy [10]. The Sentinel wanted the 
photographs to determine whether certain safety measures might have saved 
Earnhardt’s life, but his widow, Teresa Earnhardt, sought an injunction to block the 
release of any autopsy photograph [10]. Earnhardt’s family and The Sentinel reached 
a legal settlement that provided for the inspection, but not copying, of the 
photographs by an independent expert in biomechanics [10]. 
 
Access to autopsy reports is largely governed by state laws, because most autopsies 
are performed by state coroners. Before the Dale Earnhardt controversy, Florida, like 
many states, did not have well-defined law on the topic but was known as an 
“extremely access-friendly state” [11]. Now, Florida law requires that anyone 
seeking to view or copy a photograph, videotape, or audio recording of an autopsy 
must show good cause in court and provide the surviving spouse or family with 
notice of any hearing [12]. While some states have been influenced by Florida and 
have passed legislation to ban or limit access to autopsy records, other states have 
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resisted such efforts. For example, in 2005, under pressure from newspaper 
publishers, the Wyoming legislature voted against a bill that would have denied the 
public access to autopsy records [11]. 
 
Guidance for Physicians 
The American Medical Association adopted guidelines to help physicians resolve 
conflicts between a patient’s right to privacy and a third party’s right to know. 
Opinion 5.051 of the AMA’s Code of Medical Ethics states that, in deciding whether 
disclosure of medical information postmortem is appropriate, the following factors 
must be considered: (1) the imminence of harm to identifiable individuals or the 
public health; (2) the potential benefit to at-risk individuals or the public health; (3) 
any statement or directive made by the patient regarding postmortem disclosure; (4) 
the impact disclosure may have on the reputation of the deceased patient; and (5) 
personal gain for the physician that may unduly influence him or her [13]. 
 
Further, the AMA suggests that protection of the confidentiality of medical 
information postmortem be equal to the protections in effect during a patient’s life. 
Medical information during life is granted a significant amount of protection, subject 
only to legal requirements to disclose and overriding considerations that ethically 
justify disclosure (and then, only minimal information may be disclosed) [14]. 
Because maintaining strict confidentiality is often untenable, or even illegal, 
determining the extent of protections in the postmortem context ultimately entails a 
weighing of the various interests at stake. 
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POLICY FORUM 
Would Patient Ownership of Health Data Improve Confidentiality? 
Barbara J. Evans, PhD, JD, LLM 
 
Introduction 
Modern testing technology can extract a wealth of information from the merest speck 
of a person—a biospecimen—and information systems can transmit entire medical 
records at the click of a mouse. Given these capabilities, confidentiality—the notion 
that information patients share during medical treatment should not be disclosed to 
others without the patient’s authorization—is a fragile concept [1]. One response to 
patient concerns about confidentiality has been to press state legislators to give 
patients actual ownership of their medical information. Five states have done so with 
respect to genetic information [2], and a number of other states are considering 
whether to recognize patient ownership of health records [3]. 
 
It seems obvious, at first glance, that “[h]ow the law defines ownership of patient 
data…affects patient confidentiality” [4]. However, letting patients own their health 
records may not be an effective way to improve confidentiality. Although it seems 
counterintuitive, the protections patients currently enjoy under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [5] Privacy Rule [6] and the Common 
Rule [7] are surprisingly similar to those they would have if they owned their data 
and biospecimens [8]. 
 
The Framework of Protections under HIPAA and the Common Rule 
The HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule require, as their baseline, that 
patients sign privacy authorizations [9] or informed consent forms [10] (or both) 
before another party can gain access to their medical information or biospecimens. 
Access to data and specimens is consensual in the sense of requiring the patients’ 
permission. Both regulations, however, shift to a regime of nonconsensual access—
that is, access without authorization or informed consent--in various situations [11-
15]. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) recently published an 
advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) [16] that explored possible 
changes to the Common Rule. The proposal, if implemented, would alter some of the 
details regarding when consent is required but would continue to allow 
nonconsensual access under certain circumstances [17-20]. 
 
The HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule currently allow nonconsensual 
access to data and tissues for certain uses believed to have a high social value—for 
example, public health, judicial, and law enforcement activities. Nonconsensual 
research uses of data and biospecimens are allowed under various conditions that 
purport to manage the risks to patient confidentiality by, for example, de-identifying 
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or coding data in compliance with specific standards [15, 21-25] or converting the 
data to a limited data set as defined in the HIPAA Privacy Rule [26]. An additional 
way to gain access to data and biospecimens for research is to have an institutional 
review board or privacy board (collectively, IRB) [27-30] approve a waiver of the 
baseline consent or authorization requirements [31, 32]. 
 
When data are supplied to researchers under a HIPAA waiver, there is a “minimum 
necessary” [33] requirement, meaning that no more information can be disclosed 
than is required to accomplish the goals of the research. However, HIPAA does not 
require the data or biospecimens to be de-identified or even coded when granting a 
waiver. In theory, identified data or specimens could be disclosed to researchers 
under a waiver if the identifiers are necessary to the research and if an IRB 
determines that several other waiver conditions have been met [34]. 
 
Obviously, the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule do not ensure 
“confidentiality” in the ordinary sense of the word. Both regulations allow 
information shared during medical consultation (and specimens collected during 
treatment) to be disclosed to third parties without the patient’s permission. The 
protections these regulations provide do not live up to many people’s notion of 
“confidentiality.” This situation explains the recent push for patient ownership of 
medical information and biospecimens. 

 
If Patients Owned Their Data 
Would a regime of patient data ownership do a better job of protecting 
confidentiality? In popular conception, ownership confers a solid, indisputable right 
of control. Unfortunately, this is not how property rights actually work. 
 
Consider, by way of comparison, ownership of a home (assuming it is paid in full 
and free of any mortgage). In the ordinary course of things, a person wishing to use 
your home must enter a consensual transaction with you, and you are free to define 
the terms of that transaction, such as the price at which you would be willing to sell 
or lease the property. If someone uses your home without your consent, the law 
affords you an injunction remedy—courts and law enforcement authorities will help 
you stop the unwanted use [35]. This package of rights and remedies is what lawyers 
refer to as “property-rule” protection [36]. People who call for patient ownership of 
data often seem to have this type of protection in mind: all uses of data would require 
the patient’s consent on terms defined by the patient, and unconsented uses could be 
enjoined (forced to stop). 
 
Owning a home does not, unfortunately, ensure this sort of protection. There are 
many situations where consensual ordering breaks down. If a neighbor’s Fourth-of-
July fireworks burn down your house, there is no opportunity beforehand to 
negotiate a consensual transaction in which you agree to a price at which you would 
be willing to have your house destroyed. The deed is done; the house has been taken 
nonconsensually, and it is too late to enjoin the violation of your rights. Instead, law 
grants you what is known as “liability-rule” protection: you may petition a court to 
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set an appropriate level of compensation for your loss [37]. Tort lawsuits are the 
most famous example of liability-rule protection, but there are many others, 
including two that have particular salience in the context of data ownership: (1) 
actions the state takes under its police power to protect the public’s health, safety, 
morals, or welfare [38], and (2) eminent domain. 
 
The state’s police power to use patient-owned data. If a home is poorly maintained 
and poses a threat to neighboring properties, the state can order it cleaned up or 
demolished without the owner’s consent. In these situations, the government usually 
does not owe the homeowner compensation for the loss. In the nineteenth century, 
courts analyzed such cases under natural rights principles that grounded property 
rights in personhood [39]. These old cases are intriguing because their reasoning 
bears a surprising resemblance to modern bioethical analysis that grounds privacy 
rights in autonomy. The natural-rights rationale for allowing the state to place 
burdens on the property owner was that a person has no natural right to harm his 
neighbors and thus suffers no compensable loss of rights when the state steps in to 
protect their interests [40]. 
 
Even when a home is well maintained and poses no risk to others, the state still can 
interfere with property rights in ways that promote public health and welfare—for 
example, by passing laws that force owners to install sidewalks at their own expense. 
The natural-rights rationale for forcing owners to bear these costs was that each 
affected owner receives “implicit in-kind” [41] compensation: there is “reciprocity of 
advantage” [42, 43] since each affected owner benefits from the improvements 
fellow citizens are similarly forced to make [41, 44]. The scope of the state’s police 
power thus includes a power to force owners to contribute positive benefits to the 
community; it is not limited to controlling nuisances and harms [45]. However, 
nineteenth-century courts set limits on the state’s power to force people to make 
positive contributions for the good of the public. The state could validly ask people 
to do so only when there was reciprocity of advantage, so that each person who gave 
to the community also got something back from it. 
 
Public health activities long have been viewed as legitimate exercises of the state’s 
police power [46, 47]. The reciprocity-of-advantage concept in nineteenth-century 
property law resonates with a concept used in modern bioethical analysis of public 
health uses under the Common Rule. When deciding whether a proposed study is 
public health “practice” or public health “research” [48-50], some IRBs inquire 
whether the study will offer “benefits internal to the community” [51, 52]. When 
benefits of a study flow to the people who contributed data or specimens, this tends 
to favor a finding that the study is public health practice that does not require consent 
under the Common Rule. If the study benefits groups other than the data or specimen 
contributors, this tends to support a finding that the use is research that does require 
consent. 
 
This resonance between nineteenth-century natural-rights analysis and contemporary 
bioethical thought is no accident. When the benefits of a study are internal to the 
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community, this is merely another way of saying that there is reciprocity of 
advantage. Modern bioethical analysis of public health uses under the Common Rule 
is strikingly similar to the natural-rights analysis nineteenth-century courts applied 
when analyzing police-power intrusions on individual property rights. Bioethicists 
might draw upon these cases for insights on how to make difficult ethical trade-offs 
when there is conflict between individual autonomy and public interests. 
 
Even if patients owned their data and biospecimens, these resources still could be 
used in public health activities without their permission—the same level of 
protection that patients already have under the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the 
Common Rule. Both regulations allow nonconsensual access to data and 
biospecimens to benefit public health. 
 
Eminent domain and patient-owned data. The state has an additional power known 
as eminent domain or “takings” power. The significance of this power in the present 
discussion is that the state can pass laws that take a person’s property without 
consent, even when there is no reciprocity of advantage—that is, when the burdens 
of a measure to benefit the public are disproportionately visited on a few members of 
the community [53]. 
 
The state can take a person’s home to build a new sports stadium, even when the 
owner is not a sports fan and will never personally enjoy the new facility. Even if the 
affected homeowner theoretically shares in the benefits of a project—as with a 
highway project—the benefits and burdens may be so badly skewed that there is no 
way to pretend the owner will receive in-kind compensation for the loss. The joys of 
driving on a new highway are a shabby reward for losing one’s home. The Supreme 
Court considers it a “taking” when governmental action forces “some people alone to 
bear public burdens which, in all fairness and justice, should be borne by the public 
as a whole” [54]. The government still can force the owner to give up her property, 
but the owner is entitled to receive “just compensation” under the Fifth Amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution. 
 
In a longer study [55], summarized below, I explored the analogy between eminent 
domain doctrine and unconsented uses of data and biospecimens in research. 
“Research,” as defined in the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule [56, 57], 
produces findings that are generalizable to populations other than the participants 
whose data are being used. Nonconsensual uses of data in research cannot be 
justified under a reciprocity-of-advantage rationale because, quite often, the data and 
specimen contributors derive no benefits whatsoever. If patients owned their data 
and biospecimens, eminent domain seemingly would be the only available legal 
mechanism for procuring these resources for use in research without patient consent. 
The question is, “How would that work?” The major conclusions are as follows: 
 

1. Under current legal precedents concerning property rights, it would be 
possible to take data and specimens for use in private, commercial research 
projects that offer the prospect of developing a beneficial new therapy [58]. 
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Such takings could be allowed even when the new therapy would only be 
available to patients who could afford to pay for it. In other words, patient-
owned data could be taken without consent for use in research sponsored by 
pharmaceutical and medical device companies. 

 
2. It is unlikely that patients would receive monetary compensation when their 

data and tissues were taken for use in research [59]. Courts interpret “just 
compensation” to mean fair market value for property. Courts give no 
compensation for above-market subjective value an owner may place on a 
property—if, for example, the owner grew up in the house or her children 
decorated its walls with hand-painted frescoes that she treasures but that other 
buyers would not value similarly [60]. There also is no compensation for 
undeveloped use rights [61, 62]—the value an unused piece of land might 
have had if the owner had chosen to build a palace on it. These same 
limitations presumably would restrict compensation for data and 
biospecimens. 

 
When patients want their data to remain unused because of privacy or 
dignitary concerns, the fair market value of the data apparently would be 
zero: there is no alternative, consensual data use by which to assess the data’s 
fair market value. The value (in the patient’s mind) of keeping data unused 
would most likely be viewed as a subjective value or an undeveloped use 
right, for which the patient would receive no compensation under modern 
takings doctrine. 

 
3. There is a long tradition in the United States of laws that allow private bodies 

to approve takings of property. For example, railroad companies have been 
allowed to approve takings of property to assemble railroad rights-of-way for 
tracks. This so-called “private” eminent domain power is surprisingly similar 
to the role IRBs play under the waiver provisions of the HIPAA Privacy Rule 
and the Common Rule. The waiver provisions are consistent with American 
legal traditions that date back to the colonial era. If patients owned their data, 
some scheme of private eminent domain power would probably emerge, and 
it very well might resemble the waiver provisions that exist in current 
regulations [63]. Here, it is interesting to note that two of the five states that 
have recognized patients’ ownership in genetic information have 
implemented schemes that allow unconsented use of this information in 
research [64]. 

 
Conclusion 
There are few discernible differences between the level of confidentiality patients 
would enjoy if they owned their data and biospecimens and what they presently have 
under the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule. A property regime would, 
however, impose a takings criterion known as a “public use” requirement that would 
help ensure that eminent domain takings of data and tissues must serve a socially 
beneficial purpose [65].The HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule currently 
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lack such a criterion in their waiver provisions, leaving patients with no assurance 
that unconsented uses of their data and specimens would serve a useful purpose. This 
is a point on which the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Common Rule need reform 
[65]. Many bioethicists agree that the “central ethical issue” [66] in unconsented use 
of data or biospecimens is whether the public benefits to be gained from the use are 
great enough to justify the burden it will place on the data or tissue contributors [67]. 
The current waiver provisions do not adequately address this question. 
 
Patients’ concern about confidentiality, however, does not really turn on how their 
data and specimens are used. Confidentiality, in many patients’ minds, is breached 
by any unauthorized use of a patient’s data or biospecimens, regardless of the 
benefits to be gained by the use. From the standpoint of protecting patients’ 
confidentiality, data ownership offers little improvement over the HIPAA Privacy 
Rule and the Common Rule. This suggests that patient ownership of data is not a 
fruitful path for reform. It would leave patients with many of the same 
dissatisfactions they have with the current regulations. 
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MEDICINE AND SOCIETY 
Confidentiality: Concealing “Things Shameful to be Spoken About” 
Sue E. Estroff, PhD, and Rebecca L. Walker, PhD 
 
A requirement to uphold the confidentiality of information shared in the physician-
patient relationship is a central tenet of medical professionalism that, while at risk 
and undermined in various ways in modern medicine [1], has been consistently 
endorsed from the time of Hippocrates. This essay addresses confidentiality less in 
medical professionalism terms than in terms of the roots and impact of medical 
confidentiality in society more broadly. We investigate, in particular, the moral basis 
of confidentiality beyond a requirement of professionalism, contextual features of 
societies (institutions, roles, and cultures) that may affect confidentiality, and social 
expectations of—and challenges to—confidentiality. 
 
In considering the moral basis of a requirement to uphold the confidentiality of 
information shared in the physician-patient relationship, it is first necessary to 
distinguish the related concepts of privacy and confidentiality. Privacy is about 
access to the person (her body, her choices, and certain kinds of information about 
her) while confidentiality is an expectation of control or limitation on disclosure of 
information shared by the patient with a privileged person. Privacy can be “invaded,” 
while confidentiality is “breached” [2]. Thus, while a physician may, in some sense, 
invade the privacy of her patient by gaining personal health information or by 
physical exam, she does not breach confidentiality unless she—wittingly or 
unwittingly—shares the information gleaned with third parties not covered by their 
covenant. 
 
Because the information physicians routinely elicit in the process of providing care is 
often of a very private nature, the willingness of patients to share this information 
and give physicians access to their bodies is based in part on their trust that the 
information will be held in confidence. Breaches of confidentiality, then, have the 
potential for doubly negative consequences—both harm to the patient (by making 
formerly private information public) and damage to her trust in the relationship 
(which is crucial for diagnosis and treatment of illness). 
 
Breaches of confidentiality can occur, however, even when negative consequences 
do not (e.g., disclosures that do not harm a patient or of which a patient is unaware). 
If even these breaches of confidentiality are morally impermissible, what is that basis 
for that claim? One common presumption in the literature is that a requirement to 
uphold confidentiality is based in a moral requirement to respect patient autonomy 
[3-5], but respect for autonomy seems most relevant to protecting freedom of choice 
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rather than protection of private information or bodily access—the features of 
privacy most salient for medical confidentiality. 
 
Consider, too, the critical role of protection of confidentiality in the Hippocratic 
Oath—a document that bears no mark of respect for patient autonomy. In that 
context, the physician must not reveal “such things [as are] shameful to be spoken 
about” [6], bringing to mind the significant social context of determining what is 
“shameful” to speak about (though not thereby shameful in itself) and invoking the 
dictum against such revelation seemingly independently of harmful effects to the 
patient. While we may, in a modern context, question what should or should not be 
“shameful” to reveal, we cannot escape the social and contextual rendering of some 
aspects of the self as private. 
 
Generally speaking, the moral and social heft of confidentiality stems largely from 
the intimate personal nature of illness and its treatments, and from the trusting 
relationships on which health care is based. As quasisacred as these commitments 
may be in medicine, their commonsense meanings and importance derive from 
deeply held cultural understandings of sociality, individuality, citizenship, and bodily 
integrity, reflected in a variety of sacred and secular practices. In particular, 
expectations regarding what is private and why depend on cultural context. In an 
American context, we “respect the privacy” of grieving families by custom and 
consider genitalia to be “privates,” yet other cultural practices call for grief to be 
enacted publicly and endorse different rules for which parts of the body are private, 
and should be covered when and with whom. 
 
Recognizing an array of culturally informed habits and preferences about privacy 
and confidentiality in medicine is often subsumed under the banner of cultural 
competence. Caution is in order, however, because “among-those-people” formulas 
are shortcuts that may not reflect family or individual expectations and traditions. It 
would be risky to base a presumption of cultural differences in privacy practices on 
the language or dress of a patient’s spouse or parents, for example. Generational 
variations in acculturation are always a possibility as well. Furthermore, familial 
expectations may not reflect the will or interest of the individual patient, for whom 
the physician is the fiduciary. The basic tenets of patient-centered doctoring require 
what Linda Hunt refers to as “humility” about difference [7]—that each patient’s 
sensibilities be learned, not predicted or prescribed. 
 
Focusing on cultural difference can easily distract attention from the ways in which 
social roles and contexts influence confidentiality practices. Differences in what 
information is shared, how, and with whom, between a rural private practice and an 
urban hospital setting, for example, are legion. In a “systems-based” hospital 
practice, the scope and complexity of care mean that the patient’s medical needs are 
met by a small army, making intimacy-based trust difficult, if not preposterous [1]. 
In rural communities, on the other hand, patients may be concerned about the 
intimacies of a small town leading to unwitting exposure “because there is less 
anonymity and sometimes a faster flow of information” [8]. 
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Sancar et al. reviewed the extant research on patient understandings of 
confidentiality and concluded that many patients are confused by, and misinformed 
about, confidentiality provisions and protections, often over- or underestimating 
protections of information they consider private [9]. At the same time, patients’ 
values regarding confidentiality appear reasonable; they generally recognize 
physicians’ need to share patient information with one another, but consistently 
uphold the conviction that access to medical information should be restricted to 
people involved in patient care [10]. 
 
The literature to date on patient perspectives on confidentiality has focused on 
(sometimes overlapping) groups that may be particularly in need of confidentiality: 
adolescents and seekers of genetic testing, HIV/AIDS testing, and mental health care 
[11]. Recognizing their social roles and social and personal expectations and 
assumptions regarding their medical care is important. Adolescents may be 
particularly concerned about sharing information with their parents or guardians, 
while others seeking sensitive care may be concerned about revelations to life and 
long-term care insurers and others who determine their future insurability or could 
discriminate against or exclude them. Some patients with psychiatric diagnoses or 
genetic or “lifestyle” risks such as smoking or drug use ask their physicians to keep 
such information “off the books,” further complicating the questions of information 
control between patients and doctors. 
 
Goffman identifies information control as a major concern for people who fear being 
stigmatized [12]. In his terminology, a person with a known or visible impairment is 
“discredited,” while someone whose malady is not apparent fears disclosure and is 
“discreditable.” In both circumstances, information control is paramount, and in our 
current health care system quandaries ensue about the “ownership” of medical 
information. 
 
A discussion of the social aspects of physician-patient confidentiality would not be 
complete without attention to the impact of the information age. At present there are 
many online theaters of social communication, like YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
and the like, that remodel our ways of claiming, protecting, and enacting privacy. 
The indiscretions of burgeoning medical professionals for whom these forms of 
communication are second nature have led to concerns over inculcating new habits 
of careful information sharing. In a recent study by Bosslet et al. [13] of medical 
students, residents, and practicing physicians, practicing physicians were least likely 
to use social media, yet they were most likely to receive social-media “friend” 
requests from patients. A majority of this group did not think it was ethically 
advisable to form such online relationships—largely out of concern for 
confidentiality. 
 
In the modern age of electronic health records, it may be technically possible to hack 
into any database. Records that, in the past, were protected mainly by lock and key, 
are still vulnerable. Still, the citadel of trust, privacy, and confidentiality in medicine 
is the doctor-patient relationship, the reciprocal promises and expectation of 
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experiences and truths revealed and suffering attended to. Hacking this “archive” is 
not a technical challenge, but would require moral failure that each physician can 
and should prevent in their privileged trust with patients. 
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HISTORY OF MEDICINE 
The Evolution of Confidentiality in the United Kingdom and the West 
Angus H. Ferguson, MPhil, PhD 
 
By its very nature medical practice involves the opening up of private lives to 
external scrutiny. The understanding that medical consultations are confidential 
encourages openness, trust, and frank disclosure of all possibly relevant information 
between patient and doctor. This in turn facilitates efficient and effective diagnosis, 
prognosis, and treatment of illness and disease. Confidentiality is therefore an 
integral element of the patient-doctor relationship, playing a vital role in the primary 
healing purpose of the profession. As such, it can be considered essential to the 
moral nature of the practice [1]. 
 
However, medicine is not practiced in a vacuum. The boundaries of confidentiality 
have not been determined solely by the nature of the patient-doctor relationship. 
Rather, the concept has been affected by a variety of external factors. Historical 
research into the evolution of approaches to medical confidentiality reveals an 
enduring ideal that has been interpreted through a variety of theoretical lenses and 
influenced by more pragmatic concerns. 
 
In terms of theory, the debate has drawn upon consequentialist arguments, 
deontological ideals of professional duty, and concepts of honor, etiquette, human 
rights, and bioethics. Specific pragmatic concerns change with the sociohistoric 
context in which such debates take place, but often incorporate legal constraints, 
professional interests, health care policy agendas, and the broader sociopolitical 
environment, including the contested balance between individual liberty and 
communitarian objectives. What follows is a brief overview of some of these debates 
and their contexts. 
 
Ancient codes of ethics often implied exceptions to the obligation of confidentiality 
in general terms. An obvious example is the relevant section within the Hippocratic 
Oath: “whatever I see or hear in the lives of my patients, whether in connection with 
my professional practice or not, which ought not to be spoken of outside, I will keep 
secret, as considering all such things to be private” [2]. While highlighting the long-
standing recognition of the importance of confidentiality to medical practice, the 
qualification that confidentiality covered only those things “that ought not to be 
spoken of outside” suggests that the obligation of confidentiality was not considered 
absolute. Over time, and in response to particular concerns, exceptions came to be 
more specifically defined. 
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Writing in the late eighteenth century, the British physician and moralist John 
Gregory noted that doctors, by the nature of their work, had access to the private 
homes and lives of patients—often seeing them at their most vulnerable. In such 
circumstances, patients might disclose deeply private thoughts or act in 
uncharacteristic ways. With this in mind, Gregory emphasized “how much the 
characters of individuals, and the credit of families, may sometimes depend on the 
discretion, secrecy, and honor of a physician” [3]. Gregory’s point is echoed in 
Thomas Percival’s assertion that “secrecy and delicacy when required by particular 
circumstances, should be strictly observed….The familiar and confidential 
intercourse, to which the faculty are admitted in their professional visits, should be 
used with discretion, and with the most scrupulous regard to fidelity and honour” [4]. 
 
While the writings of Gregory and Percival, regarded as two of the founding fathers 
of modern medical ethics, underscore the enduring status of confidentiality as an 
ethical ideal in medical practice, their emphasis on honor also illustrates how the 
debate has been shaped by more historically contingent factors. Operating in a 
competitive private marketplace, elite physicians in eighteenth-century Britain 
sought to present themselves as honorable gentlemen in order to secure the trust and 
favor of wealthy upper-class clients. 
 
It was within this context that an elite surgeon challenged the law’s authority to 
demand evidence from a medical witness during the trial of the Duchess of Kingston 
for the crime of bigamy in 1776 [5]. The House of Lords, in which the trial took 
place, rejected the surgeon’s appeal for medical privilege, pointing out that any 
disclosure of information made at the request of a court of law would not be regarded 
as contravening the boundaries of professional trust or honor. Detailed analysis 
suggests that this precedent was set on a false premise, but, despite subsequent 
challenges, the denial of medical privilege has been maintained in English law [5]. 
 
Given its legal basis, attitudes to medical privilege can vary across regional and 
national jurisdictions—as well as between a single jurisdiction’s civil and criminal 
law. Although courts of law have recognized the importance of confidentiality to 
effective medical practice, they have, with few exceptions, routinely ruled that the 
ends of justice supersede doctors’ obligation of professional secrecy [6]. In most 
criminal law jurisdictions, judicial rejection of medical privilege has been one area in 
which exceptions to the rule of confidentiality have become crystallized. 
 
Over the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, an era of 
international industrial and military competition, there was a shift from relatively 
unbridled freedom of the individual in the private medical marketplace to greater 
emphasis on the collective. This led some doctors to feel pulled between competing 
obligations to patient confidentiality and collective welfare. As the common law 
continued to reject calls for medical privilege, statute law and public health policy 
demands placed new emphasis on the value of medical information beyond its 
original function in the patient-doctor relationship. In Britain, this emphasis reflected 
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growing state interest in the health of the population as a key resource to the 
country’s economic and military competitiveness [7]. 
 
The emerging specialty of public health brought with it new categories of doctors, 
such as medical officers of health for municipal authorities, whose agenda reversed 
the priorities of the private practitioner, rebalancing individual and communitarian 
interests in favor of collective welfare and “herd protection.” Public health 
legislation required doctors to report cases of contagious and infectious diseases [7]. 
The rise of public health medicine symbolized the growing importance of a 
collective health agenda, but medical officers of health were only one example of a 
growing number of medical roles that emphasized, and began to redefine, 
physicians’ dual obligations to patients and third-party interests. Military physicians, 
for instance, had an obligation to share information with the chain of command in 
cases of malingering or when a serviceman posed a risk to himself, his unit, or 
military objectives [8]. 
 
Changes in the organization and funding of health care increasingly meant that 
private practitioners were drawn into dual loyalty commitments. In Britain, the 
establishment of the National Health Insurance scheme in 1911, with its associated 
medical benefits for restricted groups of workers, blurred the surveillance and 
therapeutic roles of medical practitioners. With workers, employers, and the state all 
contributing to the cost of health care insurance, each had an interest in the doctor’s 
assessment of an insured patient who sought paid absence from work [9]. 
 
Changes within medicine itself also caused problems for the traditional model of 
medical confidentiality. Growing specialization in medical knowledge and training 
ensured that, as the twentieth century progressed, patient care was increasingly 
carried out by combinations of health care specialists and medical institutions rather 
than an individual doctor. The “patient-doctor” relationship was gradually 
supplanted by a “patient-health care services” relationship, calling into question the 
continued relevance of the confidentiality concepts based on the former. 
 
Computers and information technology have facilitated the necessary storage and 
sharing of patients’ information across health care teams but simultaneously raised 
concerns about data security and accessibility. Changes in the social context of 
medical practice (not least the entry of women into the medical profession) entail 
that the eighteenth-century notion of gentlemanly honor stressed by Gregory and 
Percival no longer figures in debates on medical confidentiality. Instead, current 
discussions often draw on the discourses of patient rights [10] and bioethics [11], 
reflecting the contemporary prominence of human rights and the emphasis on patient 
autonomy in the (post)modern medical world. 
 
The growing recognition and understanding that individual and collective health and 
welfare are influenced by a variety of social, economic, environmental, and genetic 
factors points to the importance of collaborative interdisciplinary medical research 
and integrated, inter-agency approaches to health care policy. The success of such 
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schemes depends on the correlation of information drawn from an ever-widening 
range of sources, in a legal context that stresses institutions’ responsibilities to ensure 
that the personal data they hold is not misused. Potential conflicts between, on the 
one hand, patients’ rights to privacy and respect for individuals’ autonomy regarding 
how their personal information is used, and, on the other, the effectiveness of health 
care policy and medical research, ensure that the boundaries of medical 
confidentiality continue to pose challenges in the twenty-first century. 
 
It is unlikely that the boundaries of confidentiality were regarded as absolute. Rather, 
as outlined above, general exceptions to the rule of confidentiality, implied in 
somewhat vague terms, have become more explicitly defined in response to specific 
concerns in particular times and places. While research has started to shed light on 
these historically contingent details, in so doing it has illuminated two enduring 
features. One is that medical confidentiality has always been regarded as an integral 
element of good medical practice. The other is that its boundaries have been the 
subject of perpetual challenge and debate. 
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